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Putoline Tyre Fitting Lube

Description

Tyre Fitting Lube for use while (un)mounting tyres. It prevents the rubber from tearing and makes sure that the tyre bead is not 
stretched too much. The pronounced glide effect lowers the pressure and prevents the motorcycle tyre from snapping off. Tyre Fitting 
Lube has excellent glide and penetration properties and can also be easily used in places that are hard to reach. Dries up cleanly and 
invisibly, is economical to use and free from silicone. 

Instructions for use:

Shake before use 
When mounting, the tyres must have a temperature of at least 15°C  
Apply spray to the tyre bead and rim flange  
Distribute the product with a lint-free cloth 
Then mount or unmount the tyre

Application

Putoline Oil is a high-quality supplier of a wide range of lubricants and maintenance products. We only supply products for motorised 
two-wheelers and that makes us unique! Our years of experience, combined with continuous research results in the best price/quality 
ratio. Manufacturing our own products guarantees a consistently high quality. Putoline Oil, Driven by Technology! 

Please refer to the advisory database for use of the correct product. 

Available packagings

74221
500 ml aerosol

The data mentioned in this product information sheet is meant to enable the reader to orientate himself about the properties and possible applications of our products. Although this overview is composed 
with all possible care on the stated date, the compiler does not accept any liability for damages caused by incompleteness and/or inaccuracies in this information, especially when these are caused by 
obvious typing errors. The terms of delivery of the supplier apply to all product supplies. The reader is advised, especially for critical applications, to make the final product choice in consultation with the 
supplier. Due to continual product research and development, the information contained herein is subject to changes without notification.
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